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The kits come in flat (for women
with flat nail beds) or regular (if your

STOP THAT!
Don't shave your legs after a
long soak in the tUb. "After 15 to

20 minutes, water causes skin to
wrinkle and swell, which means that
a razor can't glide as easily or reach
the base of the hair," says Kristina
Vanoosthuyze, senior scientist for
Gillette's Venus razor brand. For the
smoothest result Shave within five
to ten minutes after stepping into
the shower, when the warm water
has softened your skin and hair.

"MANY SKINCARE PRODUCTS marketed to women of color may have an
African-American face on the packaging, but the formulas haven't necessarily
been designed for them, or tested on them," says David McDaniel, MD, director
at the Hampton University Skin of Color Research Institute, the first center
of its kind (opening this fall). Now that marketers have realized that ethnic
skincare IS a potential gold mine, however, that's changing. Beauty companies
are particularly eager to offer new and better treatments for dark patches, a major skin concern for
women of color. McDaniel is on the case: He plans to decode the genetic makeup of hyperpigmented
skin in order to discover which ingredients most powerfully affect it His findings will be useful in
creating formulas for other skin tones, too. Which means that more of the products marketed to you
will actually be made for you, a development we can all look forward to. -KATE SANDOVAL
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Gillette Venus Tropical
Disposables ($7 for
three, drugstores).
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At one recession-sensitive salon, if your 401(k) is down, say,

43 percent, so is the cost of your haircut. First-time clients at the Jon
Charles Salon in Minneapolis can receive a discount equal to the
percentage (up to 50 percent) by which their retirement account has
shrunk (no proof required)-and get at least one beautiful return on
their investmeJlts this year -J.B
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